HEALTHCARE

Hoogstraat Rehabilitation Centre: Where
Tradition meets Digital Patient Care
The Hoogstraat Rehabilitation Centre in Utrecht uses a professional wireless network
from Germany to enhance digitalization
Whenever a patient checks into the Hoogstraat Revalidation Centre, the stay usually is for longer. Having a long
history in rehabilitation and offering a broad expertise in child- and adult-rehabilitation, the clinic is one of the
top addresses in the Netherlands when it comes to recovery after an accident or injury. It employs more than
600 people and houses 140 beds.
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Customer
The Hoogstraat Rehabilitation Centre is one of the largest rehabilitation hospitals in the Netherlands, situated in Utrecht and
was founded in 1948. It has 140 beds and employs around 600 people. The Non-profit healthcare centre offers a broad
expertise in child and adult rehabilitation, treatment of spinal and stroke among other diagnoses. In addition, it houses a
large orthopedic center for client's ortheses and prostheses.

Partner
services and only uses quality products to meet the highest requirements in the industry. Through their expertise, experience
and cooperative power Lumiad has a sense of design and know-how in implementing high demanding Wi-Fi networks for
all types of industries and applications: Wireless networks, Voice over IP, location tracking (RTLS), point-to-point connections,
site survey, monitoring and security. The company provides total solutions for all types of organizations and industries.
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De Hoogstraat Revalidatie
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AA ca. 160 x LANCOM L-452agn Access
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ronic Health Record)

AA Conversion to VoIP and VoWIFI mobile
devices

AA Free guest Wi-Fi for the patients
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Points

AA 1 x LANCOM WLC-4100 Wireless
Controller
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Lumiad is a leading player in the Dutch market for wireless network technology. The wireless specialist provides high quality

